
Moscore QM - Bug #125

edit races on ver 1.3.21 transfer button issues

08/02/2012 02:32 PM - Walter Pate

Status: Closed Start date: 08/02/2012

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Jamie Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Race editor Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 1.3.20 Spent time: 1.00 hour

Description

The operator can inadvertently click on the transfer to next race button or the get transfers from previous race button too many times

resulting in having duplicate entries for the transfer cars in that classes next race.

maybe we could have a Go To Next Race For This Class button and in the next race for that class have a Get Transfers button

History

#1 - 08/02/2012 02:56 PM - Jamie Pate

get and send transfers only activate when there are open transfer or alternate spots in the target race.

this problem was occurring when the user edited the race, then clicked get transfers when there were no transfer spots available (did not set the

edited positions as transfer spots

clicking 'send transfers' does go to the next race after sending transfers there

#2 - 08/02/2012 02:57 PM - Jamie Pate

- Status changed from New to Resolved

#3 - 08/02/2012 03:32 PM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from Resolved to In Progress

the get transfer buttons are not enabled in the fix. I can not transfer drivers to a race nor get transfers for a race as the buttons are not enabled in the

database that I am using

#4 - 08/03/2012 03:23 PM - Jamie Pate

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

the buttons are enabled, but there must be a transfer or alternate spot empty to be able to transfer to that race.

#5 - 08/04/2012 10:25 AM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

when retesting from an existing database, I needed to overwrite the previous grid layout

Works fine now
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